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1.  Name of Property 

historic name  Red Barn Craft Studio 

other names/site number  Red Barn Studio; 113-3210-00016 

 

2.  Location 

street & number  212 S Main   not for publication 

city or town   Lindsborg   vicinity 

state Kansas code KS county McPherson code 113 zip code 67456 

 

3-4. Certification  
 

I hereby certify that this property is listed in the Register of Historic Kansas Places. 

  
 
                                   ____________________________________ 
Signature of certifying official                                                                         Date 
 
                   _____________________________________ 
Title                                                                                                                                        State or Federal agency/bureau or Tribal Government 

 

 

 

 

5.  Classification  
 

Ownership of Property 
(Check as many boxes as apply) 

Category of Property 
(Check only one box) 

Number of Resources within Property 
(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.) 
 

    Contributing Noncontributing  

x private x building(s) 2 1 buildings 

 public – Local  district   district 

 public – State  site   site 

 public – Federal  structure   structure 

   object   object 

    2 1 Total 
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Name of related multiple property listing 
(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing)            

Number of contributing resources previously 
listed in the State Register 
 

N/A  0 
                         
                     

6. Function or Use                                                                      

Historic Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions)  

Current Functions 

(Enter categories from instructions) 

   

Commerce / professional / artist’s studio  Recreation & Culture / museum / art gallery 

Domestic / single dwelling / house   

Domestic / secondary structure /reserved 

collections   

   

   

   
 
   

7. Description 

Architectural Classification 

(Enter categories from instructions) 
 Materials 

(Enter categories from instructions) 

  foundation: Concrete 

Other: Folk  walls: Shingle / wood / stucco 

    

  roof: Asphalt 

  other:  

    
 
 

Narrative Description 

(Describe the current physical appearance of the property. )  
 
Summary (Briefly describe the overall characteristics of the property and its location, setting, and size.)   
 
The Red Barn Craft Studio is an assortment of interconnected buildings and sheds that artist Lester W. Raymer used as 
his studio and residence for more than 45 years.  The property is located along Main Street at the south edge of downtown 
Lindsborg (population 3,458) where commercial properties transition to residential.  The property itself is one of Raymer’s 
many artistic creations, and it changed over time along with the artist’s needs and interests.  In addition to the sprawling 
studio, the property includes an early 20

th
 century residence, a free-standing, one-car garage, and a shed.   

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Elaboration  (Provide a detailed description of the building’s exterior, interior, and any associated buildings on the 
property. Note any historic features, materials, and changes to the building/property.)  
 
The property includes three buildings (a residence, a studio, and a garage) and an ancillary outbuilding.  The residence 
(built circa 1910) is situated at the southeast portion of the lot and faces Main Street.  North of the residence along the 
northeast edge of the property is a free-standing one-car garage.  The sprawling studio, which is made up of a small 
conglomeration of interconnected buildings is situated at the rear west edge of the lot along the alley.  A long concrete 
sidewalk leads from Main Street to the studio.  Raymer planted walnut, hackberry, and elm trees that fill the yard.     
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During the early 20

th
 century, the property was associated with the adjacent Brunswick Hotel, which was owned and 

operated by Lester Raymer’s in-laws Ed and Cora Weddle.  When Raymer moved to Lindsborg and married Ramona 
Weddle in 1945, her parents gave the couple an unused barn, a retired laundry house, and a carriage house that were on 
the grounds of the hotel.  The barn and laundry house were the newlyweds’ living quarters and the carriage house became 
the Red Barn Craft Studio.

1
  Raymer’s goal was to create an aesthetically designed home and studio using only reused 

materials.  In an interview with a Lindsborg News-Record reporter, in 1946, he said, “It [Red Barn Craft Studio] is an 
experiment in making something out of nothing,” which perfectly captures Raymer’s life and work.   
 
 
Studio (1946-1975, contributing) – (See Figure 1 for a current floor plan.) 
 
The first phase of construction took place in 1946 and 1947 and involved turning a former laundry house and barn into the 
Raymers’ home and art studio. Today, this area is the north half of the studio building.  They poured a concrete footing and 
slab and joined the two buildings creating living space.  Raymer used architectural features from salvage yards, demolition 
sites, and the city dump to artistically enhance the home.  He built the brick fireplaces that were used to heat their home 
(see figures 2-4). Porch and stair spindles, wooden corbels, unique doors and window, and anything that caught Raymer’s 
eye was repurposed to become a part of the environment in which they lived and worked.  A salvaged shed (D), a 
breezeway (E), and another small barn (F) were added to the studio later – extending the building southward.  The studio’s 
current building footprint was largely intact by the early 1970s.  The last of the major renovations to the property took place 
in about 1975 when a breezeway connecting the north and south parts of the studio was constructed.   
 
The roof forms of the various sections are gabled and cross-gabled and clad with green asphalt shingles.  The exterior of 
the building features several different cladding materials, and the north half of the studio is somewhat differentiated from 
the south half by the type of exterior materials.  For instance, the much of the first story exterior cladding throughout the 
entire studio is stucco, but the second story of the north half is wood shingle while the south half is wood clapboard. All of 
the windows are wood sashes, but the styles and number of lights per sash differ widely.  Double-hung sashes include 
two-over-two, four-over-four, and six-over-six. Fixed or casement sashes feature one, four, eight, nine, and twelve lights.  
Exterior doors are generally made of wood with panels and/or multiple lights.  Some windows have been embellished with 
decorative wood frames, brackets, and window hoods, which Raymer salvaged and applied to the building.   
 
The building has three fireplaces and two of which have impressive exterior brick chimneys.  The south-facing chimney 
features a broad base and steps inward as it projects upward.  There is a small eye-catching niche set within the chimney.  
The second chimney is architecturally unique in that it wraps around a corner of the building.  It, too, features a small 
Raymer-made terra cotta figure in relief.    
 
The property has two outdoor patios enclosed by brick walls.  One patio is along the rear (west) side of the studio and can 
be accessed from inside the studio by three doors.  There are two exterior gates in the brick wall to provide additional 
access from the alley. This open-air patio features a small tree, plants in Raymer-made concrete pots, and non-historic 
brick paver flooring.  The brick wall includes several of Raymer’s creations including tilework, concrete figurines, and small 
sculptures in relief.  The second enclosed patio space, which was not created by Raymer but was in his plans for the 
property, is located along the north side of the studio.  There is no access to this space from the interior, but there are two 
exterior gates – one on the east (made by Raymer) and one on the west (not made by Raymer).   This open-air space 
features shrubbery, a concrete bench, and a winding brick path.   
 
Although the studio can be accessed from the exterior through one of several doors, primary access is through a central 
door on the east elevation.  The interior room arrangement is generally open allowing for the free-flow of visitors to the 
studio.  In addition to a small kitchen and bathroom near the main entrance, the studio includes eight rooms or spaces on 
the first floor and two separate loft areas on the second floor.  Interior finishes are as varied as those on the exterior.  
Walls are generally finished with plaster and sheetrock, but many have been clad in additional repurposed materials such 
as barn wood.  The floors are made of brick. (Raymer laid the brick in the south studio in the mid-1970s, and the brick floor 
in the rest of the studio was laid in the mid-1980s.)  Ceilings in several areas conform to the shape of the roof allowing for 
loft spaces and the display of large pieces of art and textiles.  The ceilings are finished with plaster and sheetrock.  Areas 
where the ceilings are lower are not finished and show the framing of the floor above.  There are two staircases to second 
floor spaces – one along the north wall of the studio and the other along the south wall.  These, too, are made from reused 
materials such as porch and stair spindles.    
 

                         
1
 This name was later shortened to Red Barn Studio. 
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Other creative uses of reused materials throughout the interior include wainscoting made from wood doors cut into two 
pieces,

2
 wood porch posts with carved figurines supporting a fireplace mantel,

3
 and artfully carved wood trim used as 

crown molding.
4
   The interior is decorated with all types of Raymers art.      

 
 
Garage (circa 1920s; exterior renovated by Raymer in late 1940s; contributing ) 
 
A small one-car garage faces Main Street and has a front-facing gable roof.  The building features a brick veneer exterior 
and wood shingles within the east and west gables.  The roof is shingled with asphalt shingles.  The one-car garage 
opening is on the east elevation and has large outward-swinging wood doors with metal hinges.  The south (side) elevation 
includes one double-hung, six-over-six wood window and a Raymer-made figure in relief with a brick base and planter.   
The west (rear) elevation includes a second-story window with shutters and a bracketed shelf or ledge. The interior was 
completely renovated in 1998 to be used for climate controlled storage. 
 
Although the origins of the garage have not been verified,

5
 photographs confirm this building was part of the early phases 

of development by the Raymers in the late 1940s. A 1948 photograph shows Ramona standing along the south side of the 
garage next to the figure in relief with a brick base and planter. (See Figure 5) 
 
 
 
Residence (circa 1910, non-contributing) 
 
Ramona Raymer’s parents moved into this small one-story house after selling the adjacent Brunswick Hotel in the mid-
1940s, and it later became home to Lester and Ramona.  The house is clad with secondary horizontal asbestos shingle 
siding and features a hipped roof with asphalt shingles.   The foundation is concrete.  A set of three concrete steps leads 
to the screened front porch, which makes up the south half of the front elevation.   Based on examination of the foundation 
and Sanborn map research, the front porch once spanned the entire front elevation, but is now enclosed on the north half 
and screened on the south half.  There is a sizeable rear addition with a hipped roof and asbestos siding that may have 
been added at the same time the front porch was enclosed and asbestos siding added to the residence.  The residence 
has one-over-one wood windows with metal storm windows. A back porch located at the northwest corner of the residence 
features multi-light wood windows.  There is outdoor access to the basement through a cellar door along the west 
elevation.  This building is listed as non-contributing because it does not contribute to the significance of the property by 
displaying Raymer’s artistic significance as do the other two buildings.  
 
 
 
 

                         
2
 This can be found in the south part of the studio (section F). 

3
 This is the corner fireplace located in section D.    

4
 Examples of this can be found in section A.  

5
 It is not clear whether this building sits in its original location or if it was moved to the property. The 1938 Sanborn Fire 

Insurance Map (figure 6) shows a small garage that could be this same building.   
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8. Statement of Significance 

Applicable Criteria  
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property 
for State Register listing) 

 

 
A Property is associated with events that have made a 

significant contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history.  

x 
B Property is associated with the lives of persons 

significant in our past. 
  

   

x 
C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics  

of a type, period, or method of construction or 
represents the work of a master, or possesses high 
artistic values, or represents a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose components lack 
individual distinction.  

   

 D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history. 

 

 
  

 
 
 

Criteria Considerations  
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply) 
 

Property is: 

 
 

A 

 
Owned by a religious institution or used for religious 
purposes.  

 
 

B 
 
removed from its original location. 

 
 

C 
 
a birthplace or grave. 

 
 

D 
 
a cemetery. 

 
 

E 
 
a reconstructed building, object, or structure. 

 
 

F 
 
a commemorative property. 

x 
 

G 
 
less than 50 years old or achieving significance 

 
 within the past 50 years. 

Areas of Significance 

(Enter categories from instructions) 

 

Art 

 

 

 

 
 

Period of Significance  

1945-1975 

 

 

Significant Dates 

 

 

 
 

Significant Person 

(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above) 

Raymer, Lester Wilton 

 

Cultural Affiliation 

N/A 

 

 

Architect/Builder 

Raymer, Lester Wilton 

 

 

 

 
 
Period of Significance (justification) 
 
The period of significance begins with Lester and Ramona Raymer’s acquisition of the property in 1945 and extends to 
1975, with the last of Raymer’s major exterior renovations to the property (the construction of a breezeway connecting the 
north and south parts of the studio).   
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Criteria Considerations (explanation, if necessary) 
 
Although much of the property is more than 50 years old, Lester Raymer’s and his property’s significance extend well into 
the second half of the 20

th
 century.  Raymer became a regionally well-known artist during the middle-20

th
 century who was 

experienced in working with various mediums.  He treated his property as an artistic canvas that evolved and changed 
over time.   
 
The property’s significance is derived from its association with Raymer (Criterion B) and as an expression of his artistic 
abilities (Criterion C).  Raymer is a unique example of an artist who made his living through his handiwork, by selling his 
creations and welcoming visitors to his studio, something the Wichita Eagle observed in 1960.

6
     

 
 

Narrative Statement of Significance 

  
Summary (Provide a summary paragraph that notes under what criteria the property is nominated.)  
 
The Red Barn Craft Studio is nominated to the Register of Historic Kansas Places under Criterion B for its association with 
artist Lester Wilton Raymer and Criterion C for its expression of Raymer’s artistic abilities.  The property, which later 
became known as simply the Red Barn Studio, served as his art studio, gallery, and residence from 1945 to 1991, and it 
continues to function as a gallery and museum dedicated to Raymer’s art.  During the years Raymer was associated with 
the property, he remodeled and transformed the early 20

th
 century buildings using recycled materials and the result is a 

unique property that very much a displays Raymer’s folk art abilities and his evolving skill of working with a variety of 
mediums.      

 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Elaboration (Provide a brief history of the property and justify why this property is locally significant.)   
 
Lindsborg and Bethany College 
 
Lindsborg was settled by a group of Swedes in the late 1860s and early 1870s.  The largely Lutheran agricultural 
community, which is home to Bethany College, has long been known for its art, music, and Swedish cultural events.  In his 
1912 history of Kansas, author Frank Blackmar said of Lindsborg residents: “They are artistic people, especially in music, 
and the little city is known to musicians all over the United States for the yearly rendering of the Messiah, an event which 
brings visitors from all parts of the country.”

7
  The Messiah festival tradition began in 1882 when a performance was given 

to raise funds for the new college.  It was so successful that it became an annual event, and in 1899 the festival began 
hosting an art exhibition – the Midwest Art Exhibition.  A catalog from the 1941 exhibition called it “the oldest exhibition of 
its kind in the Mid-West.”  It further described the event as “divided into three divisions: professional painting, graphic arts, 
and crafts; Bethany Art School student exhibition; and the high school competitive exhibition.”

8
   

 
In 1942, Oklahoma-born artist Lester Raymer contributed works to the Midwest Art Exhibit, and that same year “he was 
honored with a one-man show” in the north wing of the Swedish Pavilion.

9
  This show helped introduce Raymer to the local 

and regional art community.  His “first big splash of recognition” had come just a few years earlier in 1937 when he 
exhibited his painting In the Ring in the Eighth Annual Oklahoma Artists Exhibit and won a gold medal.  He then regularly 
exhibited works at the Philbrook Art Center in Tulsa.  
 
Much of the small community’s art history has a connection with Bethany College.  The art department was founded in 
1890 so that “scholars may obtain instruction in drawing, crayon work, oil and watercolor painting.  The latest methods will 
be followed. It will be the aim of the teacher to give critical knowledge of the principles of light and shade, accuracy in 

                         
6
 Bruce Kahler, et. al., Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 1998), 54-55.   

7
 Frank Blackmar, Kansas: A Cyclopedia of State History, vol. 2 (Chicago: Standard Publishing Co., 1912), 164-165.  

8
 Exhibition Catalog, 1941. As quoted in Susan V. Craig, Biographical Dictionary of Kansas Artists Active Before 1945 

(Lawrence, KS:  2006), 249.  Accessed online 12-30-2011 at 
https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/dspace/bitstream/1808/1028/1/BDKAversion1.pdf. 
9
 Bruce Kahler, “Lester Raymer and his Art World” in Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer 

Society, 1998), 39-40.   
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outline and the use of colors.”
10

  Well-known Swedish-born artist Olof Grafstrom joined the faculty as head of the 
department in 1893, beginning a rich tradition of artistic talent and leadership at the college. He was succeeded by Carl 
Gustafson Lotave, who served briefly until a young European artist Birger Sandzen was appointed as head of the 
department in 1899.

11
  Sandzen shaped the artistic landscape at Bethany for the next half-century, drawing students from 

across the country, establishing exhibitions, and raising funds for the arts in the community and throughout the region.  
Sandzen and a group of artists and art enthusiasts founded the Lindsborg-based Smoky Hill Art Club in 1913 “for the 
purpose of collecting funds for the yearly purchase of prints and paintings for a permanent collection, for the purchase of 
art books which the library could not afford to buy, for a yearly scholarship, and the promotion of exhibitions.  The works 
purchased by the club are donated to the permanent collection of Bethany College, Lindsborg.”

12
  In 1933, Sandzen 

founded the Prairie Water Color Painters, which Raymer joined and included members from Kansas, Colorado, Oklahoma, 
and Nebraska.

13
  When Sandzen retired as head of the art department and transitioned into retirement in 1946, artist 

Lester Raymer was new to Lindsborg and was becoming acquainted with the local art community.   
 
As historian Bruce Kahler illustrates, Sandzen and Raymer traveled very different paths to artistic acclaim.  Like many 
artists, Sandzen combined the roles of teacher and artist for 50 years and his steady income as a teacher “freed Sandzen 
from the demands of the art market, allowing him to specialize in the medium and genre of his choice.”

14
  Raymer, on the 

other hand, taught at Bethany for just one academic year – 1946-47.  Nearing the end of the academic term in 1947, he 
received word from college president Emory Lindquist that his contract was not being renewed, and that they had instead 
hired artist Charles Rogers to succeed Sandzen.  Apparently at issue was Raymer’s lack of a master’s degree.

15
  He took 

this rejection to Taos, where he and friend Milford Greer enrolled at the University of New Mexico’s Field School of Art.  He 
very much loved Taos and the art scene, but was unsatisfied with the academic program and missed his wife who was still 
living in Lindsborg.  He returned to Kansas taking with him an appreciation of craft art and ceramics, which would influence 
his work in the years to come.

16
       

 
The Raymers and the Red Barn Craft Studio 
 
Raymer was born September 24, 1907 and raised on a farm near Alva, Oklahoma.  Like many children raised on farms 
during the early 20

th
 century, he worked to help support the family operation from an early age.  He acquired his handiwork 

skills, including metalsmithing and blacksmithing, from his farming duties.  He occasionally traveled with his mother to visit 
her family in Illinois, and their trips to Chicago later influenced him to attend the Chicago Art Institute.  Raymer met his 
future wife and fellow art student Ramona Weddle, a Lindsborg native, while in Chicago.  He left the institute before 
graduating and returned to Alva when his father fell ill in 1933. (His degree was conferred in 1946.)    
 
Between 1934 and 1945, Raymer worked out of his first art studio on an abandoned farmstead that his folks owned near 
Alva.  He continued his coursework and taught a few classes at Northwestern State College in Alva, which allowed him to 
complete his degree in Fine Arts.  He maintained contact with Weddle and made occasional visits to see her in Lindsborg.  
In the early 1940s, the Ed and Cora Weddle set aside a corner of the Brunswick hotel

17
 for an art studio, and this marked 

the beginning of his years in Lindsborg.  Lester and Ramona were married on October 12, 1945.  The Weddles purchased 
the small residence adjacent to the hotel as their retirement home, and they gave Lester and Ramona the laundry building 
and barn that were on the hotel property.  With this, the Red Barn Craft Studio was born.    
 
The first phase of renovations took place in 1946 and 1947 and involved turning the laundry house and barn into their 
home and studio. They poured a concrete footing and slab and joined the two buildings creating living space. Raymer used 
architectural features from salvage yards, demolition sites, and the city dump to artistically enhance the home.  He built the 

                         
10

 Gertrude Dix Newlin, Development of Art in Kansas (Typed Manuscript, 1951). As quoted in Susan V. Craig, 
Biographical Dictionary of Kansas Artists Active Before 1945 (Lawrence, KS:  2006), 249.  Accessed online 12-30-2011 at 
https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/dspace/bitstream/1808/1028/1/BDKAversion1.pdf.  
11

 Emory Lindquist, Bethany in Kansas: The History of a College (Shawnee, KS: Inter-Collegiate Press, 1975), 175-178. 
12
 Susan V. Craig, Biographical Dictionary of Kansas Artists Active Before 1945 (Lawrence, KS:  2006), 244.  Accessed 

online 12-30-2011 at https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/dspace/bitstream/1808/1028/1/BDKAversion1.pdf. 
13

 Susan V. Craig, Biographical Dictionary of Kansas Artists Active Before 1945 (Lawrence, KS:  2006), 244.  Accessed 
online 12-30-2011 at https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/dspace/bitstream/1808/1028/1/BDKAversion1.pdf. 
14

 Bruce Kahler, et. al., Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 1998), 54-55.   
15

 Ibid., 50. 
16

 Ibid., 52.  
17

 The hotel was built in 1886 at a cost of $22,000, and at one point it was used as a college dorm. In 1897, Ed Weddle’s 
father purchased the hotel for Cora and Ed to manage and operate; they owned it until 1946.  Bruce Kahler, et. al., Lester 
Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 1998), 6.   
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brick fireplace that was used to heat their home (see figures 2-4). Porch and stair spindles, wooden corbels, unique doors 
and window, and anything that caught Raymer’s eye was repurposed to become a part of the environment in which they 
lived and worked.  A salvaged shed, a breezeway, and another small barn were added to the studio later.   
 
Raymer spent the summer of 1947 in Taos, which led to his interest in the crafts movement and inspired him to continue 
working on the Red Barn Craft Studio.

18
  In his essay “Lester Raymer and his Art World,” historian Bruce Kahler recounts 

the local interest in Raymer and his transformation of the property into his residence and studio. The Lindsborg News-
Record, for instance, said, “The amazing thing about the new home is that Lester Raymer has done nearly all the work 
himself with the aid and advice of his talented wife.” Another publication suggested the studio was a “striking testimony that 
the young artist wields a hammer and saw as well as he handles a palette.”

19
 Kahler notes that Raymer was particularly 

pleased with himself for having used no new materials in the creation of the studio.  Raymer said, “It is an experiment in 
making something out of nothing.”

20
 

 
The appeal of the Red Barn Studio to visitors is evidenced by both the press coverage of Raymer and by the studio’s 
visitor records.  As Kahler notes, the Salina Journal called Raymer’s studio “a ‘must’ for those who like their atmosphere in 
huge servings.”

21
  Author Diane Thomas Lincoln called the studio a “place where art and life were inseparable,” “a kind of 

personal church, a contemplative hideaway, a beloved hermitage, in which every room and studio surface is touched by 
his hands and heart.”

22
  A few of the groups known to have visited the site in the late 1940s included the Moundridge Study 

Club, the Women’s Home Culture Club of Hope, Kansas, the Marquette Women’s Literary Club, the Valley Center 
Progressive Women’s Club, and the Kansas Home Demonstration Agent’s Association.

23
   

 
Kahler provides examples of Raymer’s growing reputation in the art world.  For example, Peggy Greene of the Topeka 
Daily Capital wrote several pieces featuring Raymer, who she found “quiet, genuine, and not a little inscrutable.”

24
  She 

described Raymer as “an artist whose concentration of sincerity and fundamental soundness is reaching farther and 
farther from his home studio of the Red Barn in Lindsborg.”

25
  Invitations to one-man exhibitions increased for Raymer 

during the 1950s. He heard from such places as the Mulvane Art Center in Topeka and the Art Department at the 
Municipal University of Wichita, and was a “perennial favorite in Hutchinson at the annual Art Association shows.”

26
   

 
Although his primary artistic focus was painting and drawing, his tradition of working with a variety of mediums can be 
traced back to his farming roots.  His talent with a variety of mediums enabled him to earn a living, and his uses of 
mediums evolved to meet the request of those commissioning his art.   According to Kahler, Raymer was generally known 
for his ceramics during the 1940s and 1950s, but religious creations came to dominate his work as his reputation grew and 
his commissions increased.

27
  Although Raymer is known widely for his religious art he was not an outwardly devout man.   

Author Diane Thomas Lincoln suggests he was influenced by the Byzantine and Spanish traditions, but his religious art is 
inspired by many cultures and religious traditions, and in this sense “Raymer was an early multi-cultural visual arts 
educator.”

28
  His reputation as a toy maker came later in his career during the 1970s and 1980s.

29
  Beginning in the early 

1960s and ending in 1990, Raymer made a toy for his wife Ramona and gave it to her at Christmas.  This collection of 53 
objects has become known as The Christmas Toys.  

 
                         
18

 For information about the art community in Taos, see: David L. Witt, The Taos Artists: A Historical Narrative and 
Biographical Dictionary (Colorado Springs, CO: Ewell Fine Art Publications, 1984;  Dean A. Porter, Teresa Hayes Ebie, 
Suzan Campbell, Taos Artists and Their Patrons, 1898-1950 (South Bend, IN: Snite Museum of Art, 1999).   
19

 Lindsborg News-Record, 10 October 1946; “Art in a Red Barn,” to the Stars, August 1950, n.p.  As quoted in Bruce 
Kahler, “Lester Raymer and his Art World” in Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 
1998), 41-42.   
20

 Ibid., 42.   
21

 Ibid. 
22

 Diane Thomas Lincoln, “Thoughts on a Pilgrim Artist” in Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The 
Raymer Society, 1998), 83. 
23

 Kahler, 42. 
24

 Topeka Daily Capital, 1 March 1956. As quoted in Bruce Kahler, “Lester Raymer and his Art World” in Lester Raymer: A 
Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 1998), 33.   
25

 Ibid., 34.  
26

 Ibid., 58. 
27

 Ibid., 35-36. 
28

 Lincoln, 84. 
29

 Lan Nelson, “The Christmas Toys” in Lester Raymer: A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 
1998), 131.   
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Ramona, who also attended the Chicago Art Institute, did not pursue her own artistic career, but rather she spent much of 
her time supporting and promoting her husband’s career.  She arranged and gave tours of the studio, maintained their 
business financial records, and promoted their studio to visitors.  As the couple aged and their health deteriorated in the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, concern grew about the fate of the Red Barn Studio. In consultation with friends and family, 
they founded a non-profit organization in 1986 – known as the Raymer Society – to preserve the studio as a museum and 
provide arts and cultural programming. Lester died in 1991 and Ramona in 1992.  

 
Raymer was working on two oil paintings when he died.  Author Don Weddle notes:  

 
One was of a rooster, strutting across a flat Oklahoma field.  It must have satisfied him, since it was signed. The 
second work, unfinished, was of an angel suspended between the highest cathedral spire and a piercing shaft of 
golden light. It seems a fitting closure – a remembrance of his childhood in Oklahoma, and a symbolic sounding of 
the brass from the world beyond.

30
  

 

Summary 

Professional artist and craftsman Lester Raymer lived and worked at the Red Barn Studio from 1945 until his death in 
1991.  He worked with other local artists to promote arts and culture in Lindsborg, mentored Bethany College art students, 
and drew visitors to town to purchase his work and to see his one-of-a-kind studio.  He was an especially gifted person 
who could create art out of seemingly any medium while earning his living from his art.  The Red Barn Studio remains as 
one of his countless creations and provides a window into his creative world.  

 

 

                         
30

 Don Weddle, “Themes and Variations: Paintings, Drawings, Illustrations and Prints of Lester Raymer” in Lester Raymer: 
A Collection of Essays (Lindsborg, KS: The Raymer Society, 1998), 130.   
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Previous documentation on file (NPS): Primary location of additional data: 

 preliminary determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67 has been  State Historic Preservation Office 
 Requested)   Other State agency 
 previously listed in the National Register  Federal agency 
 previously determined eligible by the National Register  Local government 
 designated a National Historic Landmark  University 
 recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey   #____________ x Other 

 recorded by Historic American Engineering Record   # ____________   Name of repository:    Raymer Society for the Arts 

 

 
 
 
Historic Resources Survey Number (if assigned): _N/A____________________________________________________________________ 

 

10.  Geographical Data                                                               

 

Acreage of Property  Less than one acre 
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage) 
 
UTM References  (See Lat/Long Coordinates)   Lat/Long:  38.57147059 / -97.6761818 
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet) 

 
1          3         
 Zone 

 
Easting 
 

Northing Zone 
 

Easting 
 

Northing 
 

2          4         
 Zone 

 
Easting 
 

Northing 
 

 Zone 
 

Easting 
 

Northing 
 

 
Verbal Boundary Description (describe the boundaries of the property) 
 

The nominated property is described as follows (according to county records):  LINDSBORG O.T.S., CA SE/C LT 21 MAIN 
ST O.T.S. FOR POB TH W 200’ N 127’ E 98’ S 13.5’ E102’ TO POB SECTION 17 TOWNSIP 17 RANGE 03. 
 
    

Boundary Justification (explain why the boundaries were selected) 
 

The nominated property includes all of the property associated with Lester and Ramona Raymer after 1945.  
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11. Form Prepared By  

name/title  Marsha Howe, executive director; KSHS staff 

organization Raymer Society for the Arts date January 2012 

street & number  212 & 214 S Main Street telephone 785-227-2217 

city or town   Lindsborg state KS zip code 67456 

e-mail  

 
 
 

 Property Owner:  

(complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO)  

name Raymer Society for the Arts 

street & number  212 S Main  telephone 785-227-2217 

city or town   Lindsborg state KS zip code 67456 

 

 

Additional Documentation 

Submit the following items with the completed form: 
 

• Maps:   A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location.    
       

A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.  Key all 
photographs to this map. 

 

• Continuation Sheets 
 

• Additional items:  (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items) 
 
 
 
 

Photographs:  

Please check with SHPO staff before completing photographs.  
 

Name of Property: Red Barn Craft Studio  
City or Vicinity:  Lindsborg 
County / State:  McPherson County, KS   
Photographer:  Sarah Martin 
Date Photographed: May 30, 2012 
 
Description of Photograph(s) and number: 
 
1 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing main entrance, facing NW 
2 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing south section, facing W 
3 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing south section along alleyway at west edge of property, facing N 
4 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing rear patio/courtyard, facing SSE 
5 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing rear patio/courtyard door into alleyway, facing SSW 
6 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, second floor window detail, facing S 
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7 of 16 Red Barn Craft Studio, showing north side patio/courtyard, facing W 
8 of 16 Central part of studio interior, facing S 
9 of 16 Central part of studio interior, showing door leading into gift shop, facing SW 
10 of 16 Central part of studio interior near entrance, facing NE 
11 of 16 Corner chimney in central part of studio, facing SE 
12 of 16 North part of studio, showing staircase along north wall leading up to loft, facing E 
13 of 16 Northeast part of studio, showing secondary door to the exterior, facing E 
14 of 16 Breezeway connecting north and south parts of studio, showing door at left leading out to rear patio, facing N 
15 of 16 East (front) elevation of former garage, facing W 
16 of 16 East (front) elevation of former residence, facing WNW 
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Current Floor Plan of Red Barn Studio – Figure 1 
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Figures 2-3:  Lester Raymer, constructing fireplace, 1946.  Photo Credit:  Raymer Society for the Arts 
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Figure 4: Lester Raymer, constructing fireplace, 1946.  Photo Credit:  Raymer Society for the Arts 
 

 

 

Figure 5: Ramona Raymer, beside garage in 1948   
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Figure 6:  Sanborn Fire Insurance Map – Lindsborg, KS, 1926, updated 1938, Sheet 7 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


